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A large number of Post-Fukushima Energy Transitions plans 
have emerged all over the world

Context and Significance

Energy transitions 
• …rapid and deep decarbonisation is 

essential to avoid catastrophic impacts of CC

• … a complex policy-making process 
that multiple technological choices, 
multiple actors, multiple levels, and … 
huge uncertainty. 

•Social aspects have been overlooked 

• … public acceptance is key, but cannot 
take it for granted (Geels et al., 2018)
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IPCC Special Report 
Oct 2018

Annual emissions need 
to be about half by 2030 
to achieve the safe 
objective of 1.5℃
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Solar target by 2030 

Context: 

Japanese and Korean commitments to Paris Agreement, and the national solar targets

2030: 7% of electricity generation 
(7,455 GWh) ; Installed capacity: >150 
GW 

2017: Solar: 5.8 GW (Commercial PV: 

3,950.561 MW; Private PV: 551.091MW) 

2030: 11.4% (national install 
capacity); 36.5GW  (installed 
capacity)

https://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/en/category/brochures/pdf/japan_energy_2018.pdf
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Case countries’ contexts: Energy policies and (partial) electricity market reforms 

Dec 2011 National REFIT ended, replaced by RPS

2013: Seoul’s REFIT

2018: National REFIT re-introduced
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• an empirical investigation of citizens’ preferences among three energy scenarios and 

their perceptions of possible transitions in the electricity systems in Japan and South Korea with particular attention to 

residential solar diffusion in the smart grid-enabled context.

Smarter energy transitions scenarios – Four design features:

1. “Smarter in our choices of energy futures”: Three scenarios - BAU, New governmental policy (Paris CC commitment), 
Ambitious solar

2. “Smarter Solar prosumers” to reach more ambitious climate targets:

PV prosumers in the future may also adopt additional “smart grid” infrastructure, such as in-home smart meters, remotely controllable appliances, and demand 
response technology (IEA-RETD, 2014)

3. “Smarter in Perspectives”: Tech and costs are all important; but public acceptance (with prosumer engagement) is also 
critical - Integrating techno-economic and governance perspectives on national energy transitions   - trust and social 
learning

4. “Smarter engagement”: Methodology - Online Deliberative Pollings (get people to know, to dialogue, to compare alternatives, and to 

make considered view)  

This study is about:



BAU New governmental policy 
(meeting Paris Climate 
Agreement’s target in 
2030) 

Ambitious Solar
(outperform Paris 
Agreement’s target 
in 2030)

Visions 
and targets

• Climate/ RE 
(solar) visions

• Energy intensity/ 
RE targets

• GDP growth, 
population 
growth, energy 
demand growth

e.g. Not 
honouring Paris 
Agreement

Japan: .150 GW solar
Korea: 36.5GW solar

e.g.Ambitious solar 
targets

Techno-
economic 
aspects

• Costs of solar 
systems and 
other related 
technologies 
(e.g. household 
batteries, Evs)

• R&D and 
production 
capabilities

• Rate design (e.g. 
TOU), Prosumer
compensation 
mechanisms, 
rate-making

• regulations

e.g. gradual
reduction in RE 
system and 
smart system 
costs

e.g. Solar and some RE 
sources achieve grid parity

e.g. Regulations
moderately supportive to 
grid connection and onsite 
storage (e.g. community 
EVs)

• All RE sources 
achieve grid 
parity; 

Allowing peer-to-
peer power sharing 

Governance • Trust
• Social learning

Why scenarios:
Scenarios: are descriptions of journeys to

possible futures which reflect different

assumptions about how current trends will

unfold (Wodak & Neale, 2015)

But traditional techno-economic modelling has 
major limitations:
- pay little attention to socio-political 
dimensions and institutional change (Geels et 
al., 2018)

Stakeholder participation of scenarios –

essential to form scenarios which are credible,

salient, and legitimate in the eyes of

participants (Wodak & Neale, 2015)



• Solar prosumers - electricity consumers who can also 
produce solar electricity

- in “a smart, highly integrated energy system”

• PV prosumers in the future may also adopt additional 
“smart grid” infrastructure, such as in-home smart 
meters, remotely controllable appliances, and demand 
response technology (IEA-RETD, 2014)

IEA-RETD. (2014). Residential Prosumers - Drivers and Policy Options (RE-Prosumers). Paris: International Energy Agency. http://iea-retd.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/RE-PROSUMERS_IEA-

RETD_2014.pdf

Energy 
Management 
system 
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“Smarter Solar prosumers” to 

reach more ambitious climate targets:

http://iea-retd.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/RE-PROSUMERS_IEA-RETD_2014.pdf
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Trust
• Trust in transparency 
• Trust in competence 
• Trust in motives

Social Learning
• Instrumental learning
• Communicative learning
• Transformative learning

Contextual factors:

Energy endowment and 
pre-existing 
technological capacity

Political 
traditions

Institutional 
features

Culture, norms, 
public values

Smarter in perspectives: 
Governance - deliberative participation, 
trust, and social learning

Trust:

• “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept 
vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the 
intentions or behavior of another” (Rousseau et al., 1998, p. 395). 

• as a social license to operate (Smiths et al., 2017). 

• People would cooperate and support energy plans or energy projects even without 
sufficient information because they assume that those government decisions are 
legitimate and protect his/ her interests (Kim, 2005).

• Whom to trust: government, utilities, regulators, market, institutions, media, etc?

• Trust has many dimensions: motives, competency, information

Deliberative participation

• In contrast to traditional top-down government/expert-led public consultation, 

• Deliberative elements such as stakeholder dialogues and public debates are expected to 
enable the public to form considered views on complex energy matters

• Such deliberative processes: essential in rebuilding public trust.

(to consider broader 
issues, questions, 
conditions, and causes) 

information



(Geels , 2002)

Landscape
e.g. macro-economic  policies

Regime
-Dominant practices and rules
-Incumbent utilities

Niches
Innovations, experimentation, etc

Conducive conditions

Inhibitive conditions

Social 
learning

An integrated framework: Deliberative governance for energy transitions

Trust



In-person pilot DPs  
in Guangzhou (2016) and Kyoto (2017)

Small Group Discussion 

Two online DPs 
– Japan, South Korea (upcoming!)

https://stanford.box.com/s/y96inck66djb1hx0dk8xcp0lw35rdqvq

https://stanford.box.com/s/y96inck66djb1hx0dk8xcp0lw35rdqvq


Briefing 
Document

Pre-DP 

Questionnaire

Online Deliberation

Post-DP 

Questionnaire

Our online DPs: Major steps

Analytical focus:
- on understanding and 

assessing perceived possible 
responses of citizens to the 
benefits, costs, and risks of 

alternative SG-enabled 

Solar scenarios to a low carbon 
future. 

- on two critical governance
issues – trust and social learning

Small Group Session 1

Plenary Session 1

Expert Q & A Session 1

Small Group Session 2

Break

Plenary Session 2



Research agendas:



Landscape

Regime

Niche

+ve
F1/I1: Global views on climate change
F1/I1: Growing tensions over geopolitics

+ve
F1/I1: Post-Fukushima energy strategies
placed emphasis on renewable and
energy efficiency
F1/I1: Long-standing government-
industry linkages
F5/I1: Open, responsive energy policy-
making system
F5/I1: Robust national energy planning
through energy road mapping exercises

+ve
F1/I1: Key role in SG-related energy
policies
F2/I2: Introduce electricity market
reforms to improve efficiency
F3/I1 & F4/I1: Steering the four smart
community demonstration projects

-ve
F2/I2: Limited trading in retail
market sales

+ve
F4/I1: Partnership with non-energy
corporations (e.g. bundling of electricity,
mobile and internet services )

-ve
F2/I1: major limits in cross-regional grid
interconnection

+ve
F2/I2: Noticeable growth of new market
entrants, but remain as niches

+ve
F1/I1: PV households: a noticeable
number
F2/I2: Residential end-users shifted
electricity suppliers following retail
market liberalisation

+ve
F1/I1 & F3/I1: The demonstration projects
stimulated substantial private investment
F4/I1: Local ‘Project facilitation
Committees’ served as networking
platforms for central and local
governments, utility, conglomerates, SMEs,
consumers and academic

+ve
F3/I2: Key role in
standardisation and
globalisation (export-
oriented)

-ve
F2/I3: Some, but modest progresses in
RE
F1/I1: Utility incumbents introduced
incremental changes only; Limited
progress in demand response programmes

+ve
F1/I1: Environmental awareness
increased after Fukushima
-ve
F2/I1: Public distrust

-ve
F1/I2: Bureaucratic structure of
conglomerates is not conducive to cost
reduction on e.g. solar equipments

International communities Japanese national government The public

METI
Regulators

(i) OCCTO (ii) EGC
JEPX

(Power exchange)

10 EPCOs
(including TEPCO and Kansai Electric)

All vertically integrated
All privately-owned; except TEPCO

Four Smart Community
Demonstration Projects Prosumers

Conglomerates from other industries
(e.g. Tele-communication companies)

About 450 PPS ESCOs and other SMEs 

Agency of National Resources NEDO

+ve
F1/I1: New entrants experienced
noticeable growth; As key actors to
create new energy products and services

+ve
F1/I1: As key sources of innovation in
business models

Japan

Whom to (dis)trust? Government? Regime or niche actors (e.g. solar installers)? 

Which dimensions of trust matter? 
With what impacts?  



Landscape

Regime

Niche

International communities
e.g. ICLEI, C40

Korea national government The public

MOETI >900 IPPs KEAKEPCO

Energy Self-reliant Villages Prosumers

KOREC

Korea

5 GENCOs KHNP

KPX
(Power exchange)



Trust issues associated – Renewable feed-in tariff (REFIT)

REFIT surcharge: 
Levy burden to average households: 686 yen (USD 6) /mth

End 2011: National REFIT ended, replaced by RPS

Since 2013: Seoul’s REFIT

2018: South Korea – re-introduce national REFIT –

Do citizens have trust in the competence of the government and regulator in:

1) Regulating household bill impacts of REFIT?

2) Addressing cross-subsidization and equity issues? 

3) Enabling a REFIT phase-out (zero-subsidy solar)?



The four large-scale 
smart-community demonstration projects

(2010-2014)

(Mah et al., 2013)

Block-chain

Energy markets have changed. The trust issues?
• is METI competent in implementing and update ancillary services market rules to support more dynamic energy markets 

(e.g. blockchain)?
• Does TEPCO has genuine motives to support major market changes? https://cointelegraph.com/news/toyota-utokyo-and-trende-to-test-blockchain-based-electricity-trading-system

Why? TEPCO: Home solar-plus-storage system as key to creating a 
distributed energy platform

How?  Blockchain functions as a virtual ledger. 
• Home owners can trade solar electricity among themselves, trade 

electricity from EVs and business – all connected to the local grid
• Enable a highly responsive local network (Deloitte, 2018)

TEPCO, Toyota & UTokyo to test 
Blockchain-based electricity trading system



Seoul: Sungdaegol “Citizen Virtual Power Plant” 
combined with solar prosumer and ESS demand 
resources (started in early 2019)

Seoul: Sungdaegol
– community energy cooperative 

Vision: 
“ 1st energy self-
contained market 
in Korea”

Market has changes.  The trust issues?
• Do citizens have trust in the competence of the regulators in implementing and update ancillary services market rules to 

support more dynamic energy markets?



Consumer pressure for 

more RE electricity  - emerging, 
but not yet strong enough to force KEPCO to change

19

“Recently companies such as KT, SK, Naver and 

Daum Kakao have announced they will have their data-
centres, which is famous for massive consumption of 

electricity, to be fully reliant upon RE by 2020 and 

Samsung has finally announced to do the same until 

2030… when this kind of change takes place with more 

companies and in more places, KEPCO will 

have no choice but to respond.”

- Soyoung Kim, a community lead of Sungdaegol solar community (2017)

Political leadership

Social learning….to consider broader issues, questions, conditions, and causes

- who learn what, how, and with what impacts



Concluding remarks: Energy transitions with and for the society

1. Solar energy transition is highly dependent on the costs and technology. But engaging the public through 
deliberative approaches is essential because:

• The stakeholder landscape is complex and highly dynamic particularly because the electricity market reform are still on-going

• Public (dis)trust in government, regulators, and markets (associated with new pricing systems, market reforms) 

• And the lack of social learning  (new priorities of energy systems, new market products and services, etc.) 

• may slow down niche diffusion processes, and constrain Japan and South Korea from realizing the full potential benefits that smart 
energy transformation and solar prosumers could offer.

2. Policy implications:

• There is a need for a better understanding and prediction of how and why the public would respond to alternative energy
transitions pathways

• The roles of citizens in energy transitions –When public inputs can be made possible, what inputs and how to utilise them so as
to enhance the capacity to govern energy transitions

• Better design of participatory practices: How, then, can participatory practices be designed to foster trust and social learning
• (deliberative pollings/ workshops; scenario story books, online version, etc).


